Application of PS-INSAR Technique on Health Diagnosis of the Deformable Body on Front Slope beside Mountain Tunnel Portal
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When tunnel construction develops to surrounding mountainous areas, tunnel portal presents the topographic characteristics of "high, steep, and slant" and geological characteristics of kinds of hugely thick colluvial or residual slope, and the health condition of the deformable body on front slope beside tunnel portal has a great influence on tunnel construction and operation. Tunnel portal has suffered from many disasters, and it is urgent to study and solve the engineering problem on how to diagnose the health condition of front slope beside tunnel portal quickly and accurately. Based on the tunnel of Jianquan village, this paper uses PS-INSAR technique for the first time to analyze and diagnose the health condition of the deformable body on front slope beside mountain tunnel portal at the construction stage and operation stage, so as to provide early warnings to unstable deformable body at tunnel portal and provide strong bases for the treatment of unstable deformable body. Therefore, PS-INSAR technique promotes the health monitoring method for deformable body on front slope beside mountain tunnel portal to a higher level.

1. Introduction

Geological problems of tunnel portal primarily include weak foundation of tunnel portal, severe bias of tunnel portal, hugely thick overburden of tunnel portal, and instability of front slope beside tunnel portal [1]. Early detection and early treatment are basic principles for the treatment of surface deformation and even landslide on front slope beside mountain tunnel portal [2]. There are two main types of health monitoring method for deformable body on front slope beside mountain tunnel portal: the first type is adopting a variety of sensor monitoring means on the ground, e.g., vertical slant monitoring hole [3], external vertical monitoring pier, vertical displacement monitoring, multipoint displacement meter, and GNSS, to monitor internal deformation, external deformation, and seepage pressure of cracking body and stress of supporting body, etc. [4, 5]. These means have advantages of high precision and reliable results, and their disadvantages are spending too much manpower and material resources, high cost, sparse measuring points, long interval before repetition measuring, cannot effectively guaranteeing the safety of monitoring personnel, small monitoring scope, and severe environment influence [6]. Besides, most side slopes of highways locate in remote mountains and canyons, employees have large fluidity and uneven professional quality, and they are prone to have strong thinking inertia and fluky mind. Their safety awareness is weak, and then the accuracy and timeliness of monitoring data cannot be guaranteed due to measurement difficulty and serious influence of human factors [7]. The second type is adopting traditional surface deformation monitoring means such as GPS which have high precision, but they have low spatial density and cannot provide surface deformation information of the whole area [8, 9].

Differential interferometric synthetic aperture radar technique (INSAR technique) is a kind of space-to-earth observation technique [10]. In recent years, INSAR technique is in wide application stage of business, such as surface settlement observation and analysis of the southwest of Tianjin based on PS-INSAR technique, landslide seismic damage observation and analysis of Zhangmu Port of Tibet based on INSAR technique, geological disaster monitoring based on applying INSAR technique in Beidou satellite [11], and the application of INSAR technique in research of
2. General Situation

2.1. Characteristics of INSAR Technique. PS-INSAR technique is used to extract the settlement speed figure and settlement profile along Beijing-Shanghai highway and successfully identified 9 settlement centers along the highway [13]. And the section of Kunmo highway in Yunnan from Kunming to Yuxi was selected, and a "general survey" of disasters along the highway was conducted and then put forward suggestions for reasonable monitoring of the highway according to test results. However, the application of INSAR technique was still lacking in the field of tunnel and underground engineering construction. SBAS-INSAR technique was used to select scene 10 sentinel-1A data covering the engineering scope to conduct time sequence settlement monitoring on the tunnel engineering site [14], and settlement monitoring results of the engineering site was obtained. Then, the monitoring accuracy was evaluated and verified by actual leveling data [15]. Time sequence INSAR technique was adopted to monitor surface settlement along Beijing subway network. And taking Taoping tunnel of Houyue line as an example, INSAR technique was adopted for surface deformation monitoring research of various coal mine goaf in railway tunnel damage [16]. Above research studies primarily applied INSAR technique in the deformation monitoring of railway tunnel site [17], but as a millimeter level technique having higher reliability than traditional INSAR technique, PS-INSAR technique has not been applied in health diagnosis of the deformable body on front slope beside mountain tunnel portal [18, 19].

Based on the tunnel of Jianquan village, this paper uses PS-INSAR technique for the first time to analyze and diagnose the health condition of the deformable body on front slope beside mountain tunnel portal [20, 21]. Through the inversion and long-term dynamic tracking of historical deformation of the deformable body on front slope beside tunnel portal, understanding and awareness of the slope deformation law in monitoring area are improved [22], thus providing a more scientific basis and reference for the early warning and treatment of the deformation of the deformable body on front slope beside tunnel portal.

2.2. Basic Information of Front Slope beside the Portal of Jianquan Village Tunnel. The tunnel is located on the right bank of Hanyuan Lake in Hanyuan County, Ya'an. The highest elevation is over 1200 m, the lowest elevation is about 800 m above the river bed of Dadu River, and the relative height difference is up to 400m. It belongs to Zhongshan landform. The tunnel is laid out in SE–NW direction, the numbers of starting pile and ending pile are K118 + 222~K119 + 664, and the length is 1442 m.

The surrounding rock at the entrance of tunnel is primarily composed of colluvial deposits and silty mudstones, and the colluvial deposits are primarily composed of granular structure. The rock mass at the exit of tunnel is primarily silty mudstone, carbonaceous shale, and sandstone, which is soft rock and medium soft rock. The exit section (K119 + 700) develops a toppling deformable body, and the surface occurrence of the deformable body is 143°23’. Because of the steep dip angle of surface rock mass, it is pulled by gravity to topple outwards. The distribution elevation of the deformable body is 914–1050 m, and the lowest point is 23 m away from the tunnel roof.

3. The Application of PS-INSAR Technique in Diagnosing Deformable Body on Front Slope beside Tunnel Portal

3.1. Technical Parameter Selection

3.1.1. SAR Data Selection. Sentinel-1 is a two-satellite Earth observation satellite operated by the European Space Agency’s Copernicus Project (GMES) [27]. It consists of two satellites, c-band synthetic aperture radar (frequency: 5.4 GHz), with a 12-day revisit cycle. Sentinel-1 satellite SAR data is used to obtain the distribution map in the operation area (shown in Figure 1). Inside it, IW shooting mode can obtain SAR image data with a resolution of 5 m × 20 m and a width of 250 km. Here, scene 68 data from 2018 to 2020 were selected.

3.1.2. SAR Data Processing. Key steps of INSAR interferometric data processing process were (1) selection of public primary image, (2) image registration, (3) differential interference processing, (4) target extraction of point CS, (5) INSAR phase unwrapping, (6) linear deformation phase and residual elevation phase calculation, and (7) estimation and removal of error and atmospheric effect.

Among them, the basic principle of differential interference processing was that, after scene 68 image registration, all auxiliary images were resampled to primary images space. In frequency domain, public frequency band of primary and auxiliary images was prefiltered to generate the filtered primary and auxiliary images. After resampling, all auxiliary images were multiplied by the conjugate of the main image to generate interference phase diagram of images. Obtained phase information included the information of surface deformation, surface terrain phase, and so on. Meanwhile, the data of external digital elevation model (DEM) was used to simulate terrain phase, and the terrain phase of interference graph generated in this step was
removed to generate differential interference graph. At this point, the phase of the X-th scatterer point (PS) of the i\textsuperscript{th} differential interference graph was obtained as follows:

\[ \phi_{x,i} = \phi_{D,x,i} + \phi_{A,x,i} + \phi_{S,x,i} + \phi_{\theta,x,i} + \phi_{N,x,i}, \]  \hspace{1cm} (1) 

where \( \phi_{D,x,i} \) is the deformation phase in view direction; \( \phi_{A,x,i} \) is the atmospheric influence phase; \( \phi_{S,x,i} \) is the orbit error phase; \( \phi_{\theta,x,i} \) is the residual terrain phase due to DEM error; and \( \phi_{N,x,i} \) is the noise phase.

3.2. Deformation Monitoring Calculation Results

3.2.1. Deformation Monitoring Calculation Results of Front Slope beside Tunnel Portal. Deformation speeds distribution in the whole research area is shown in Figure 2. 70\% of them were between \(-10\) and \(+10\) mm/year. Overall, the deformation speeds ranged from \(-26.277\) to \(+15.42\) mm/year.

3.2.2. Deformation Monitoring Calculation Results of the Entrance Section of Jianquan Village Tunnel. According to deformation monitoring results of the entrance section of Jianquan village tunnel shown in Figure 3, the location was 29.360338\(^\circ\)N and 102.6780638\(^\circ\)E. The deformation value of point TS1 continued to decrease from October 2018 to October 2019 and is relatively stable recently. Its accumulative settlement maximum in two years was about 30 mm, and the annual settlement speed was 12.628 mm/year. Point TS2 continued to settle from April 2018 to April 2020.
Figure 3: Deformation monitoring results of the entrance section of Jianquan village tunnel.

Figure 4: Time sequence deformation curves: (a) TS1 point (449306) and (b) TS2 point (448833).
Figure 5: Deformation monitoring results of the exit section of Jianquan village tunnel.

Figure 6: Time sequence deformation curves: (a) TS3 point (456580) and (b) TS4 point (456576).
3.3. Analysis of Deformation Monitoring Results. The cumulative settlement maximum in two years was about 25 mm, and the annual settlement speed was 11.348 mm/year.

3.2.3. Deformation Monitoring Calculation Results of the Exit Section of Jianquan Village Tunnel. According to deformation monitoring results of the exit section of Jianquan village tunnel shown in Figure 5, the location was 29.362805°N and 102.677111°E. The deformation values continued to decrease from October 2018 to April 2020. The cumulative settlement maximum of point TS3 in two years was more than 35 mm, and the annual settlement speed was 17.136 mm/year. The cumulative settlement maximum of point TS4 in two years was about 50 mm, and the annual settlement speed was 19.125 mm/year.

3.3. Analysis of Deformation Monitoring Results. By using PS-INSAR technique to conduct quantitative analysis on the surface deformation of front slope beside Jianquan village tunnel portal in Emeishan-Hanyuan highway, the following results are obtained: through precise analysis on the surface deformation speed of Jianquan village tunnel in Emeishan-Hanyuan highway from January 2018 to April 2020, as exhibited in Figure 6, it is found that the exit section (K119 + 700) of Jianquan village develops a deformable body, which is consistent with original investigation results. The annual deformation speed maximum of this deformable body is 19.125 mm/year, the annual deformation speed of section K118 + 400 is 11.348 mm/year, and this quantitative analysis of the change of the deformable body has important value to guide the treatment of the deformable body on front slope beside tunnel portal.

4. Conclusions
By using PS-INSAR technique to conduct research and analysis on the surface deformation law of front slope beside tunnel portal, the development state of the deformable body is quantitatively grasped, and the parameters (position, deformation speed, accumulative deformation, etc.) of the deformable body on front slope beside tunnel portal are obtained. Therefore, health condition of the bad deformable body is diagnosed. Then, the “bull’s-eye” advantage is taken to detect early and treat early, which can attain the effect of rapid warning and precise management, reduce the safety risk during periods of tunnel construction and operation, and reduce deformation treatment cost.
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